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 TRAINING  
 

 
VEDECOM is launching MOBILITY CAMP, the first website dedicated to teaching materials for new forms of 

mobility. With more than 100 topics for its launch (white papers, videos, training courses, conferences, e-

learning, educational games, etc.), it provides the keys to better learning, understanding and experiencing of 

future forms of mobility which will be more autonomous, shared and ecological. 

As part of its mission to disseminate knowledge, the Institut pour la Transition Energétique (Institute for 

Energy Transition) aims to promote the investigation and study of innovative and sustainable forms of 

mobility that are currently at the core of the major challenges that society is facing. 

The unique MOBILITY CAMP system supports the many players in the mobility ecosystem (industrialists, 

infrastructure operators, local authorities and users) to achieve their objectives and develop their expertise. 

 
The mobility sector is experiencing significant transformation in areas such as technologies, consumption, 

services and regulations. In addition to industrialists, who have specific training needs to help them deal with the 

emergence of new professions, a significant number of players are looking for information on new forms of mobility, 

both for business and personal use. MOBILITY CAMP aims to meet their expectations.  

 

It is a collaborative website that brings together a wide array of materials (white papers, videos, training courses, 

conferences, e-learning, educational games, etc.) from all types of organisations and dedicated to all new forms of 

mobility such as urban or in sparsely populated areas, on demand, shared and connected. 

 

MOBILITY CAMP is organised in 4 categories to meet its 4 objectives:  

1. Get to know the world of new forms of mobility by using a wide range of information media. Examples: 

VEDECOM IS LAUNCHING MOBILITY CAMP: 
THE WEBSITE DEDICATED TO TEACHING NEW FORMS OF MOBILITY 

 



About VEDECOM 
 
 

 
The VEDECOM Institute for the Energy Transition is a public-private partnership foundation based on an unprecedented collaboration between  
58 players engaged in innovative and durable mobility, meaning more environmentally-friendly, more autonomous and with improved sharing. It brings together 
industrialists, infrastructure operators and mobility services, services companies, academic establishments and local authorities in the Ile-de-France. 
VEDECOM’s research and development work covers three areas: electrification, self-driving and connected vehicles, new mobility solutions and shared 
energy. Created in 2014 as part of the “Investing in the Future Programme”, VEDECOM is contributing to the “Self-driving Vehicle Plan” that forms part of the 
New Industrial France project. 

- MOOC: TOMORROW’S MOBILITY - Sustainable Technologies for the Automotive Sector (IFP 

SCHOOL) 

- White paper on the autonomous vehicle (INRIA - French Institute for Research in Computer Science 

and Automation) 

- Petit Campus: the train for tomorrow (Space science and society - IFFSTAR) 

 

2. Experiment and try out the latest innovations: from prototype versions to tried and tested services, the 

site facilitates access to trials and demonstrations in order to give you a better understanding of new 

products and existing services: 

- SAM (security and acceptability of autonomous driving and mobility) trials 

- ITS Projects in Hamburg 

- Transport on demand - available by reservation throughout the Île-de-France region 

3. Find out about the most suitable training courses, expert bodies and networks offering opportunities in 

the new areas of mobility, etc.  

- Télécom Evolution  

- VEDECOM Training  

- Blue2Bgreen 

4. Find not-to-be-missed events and forums 

- Movin on’Summit 

- Viva technology 

- Salon des Elus et Décideurs des Territoires d’Ile de France (Conference for Elected Officials and 

Decision-makers of the Ile de France Region)  

 

Visit the website: 

http://mobilitycamp.fr/  

  
 
 

 

 VEDECOM’s KEY FIGURES in 2020 
 

58 members 

200 employees 

2 500 trained persons since 2016 

About 40 R&D projects on a national and 

european scale 

About  400 publications of which 80 

thesis 

49 patents et 34 copyrighted softwares 

 

 
 

https://mooc.mobility.ifp-school.com/Minisite/home/14365
https://mooc.mobility.ifp-school.com/Minisite/home/14365
https://mooc.mobility.ifp-school.com/Minisite/home/14365
https://www.inria.fr/sites/default/files/2019-10/inrialivreblancvac-180529073843.pdf
https://www.inria.fr/sites/default/files/2019-10/inrialivreblancvac-180529073843.pdf
https://www.ifsttar.fr/ressources-en-ligne/espace-science-et-societe/mobilites/ressources-pedagogiques/petit-campus-le-train-de-demain/
https://www.ville-rail-transports.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/developpement-vehicules-autonomes.pdf
https://www.hamburg.com/business/its/11747506/projects/
https://tad.idfmobilites.fr/
https://www.telecom-evolution.fr/fr
https://fr.calameo.com/read/004891673f08737d1b7a8
http://www.blue2bgreen.com/formation-mobilite-electrique-irve-infrastructures-de-recharge-pour-les-vehicules-electriques-voitures-electriques-hybrides-rechargeablesformation-mobilite-electrique-irve-infrastructures-de/
https://summit.movinonconnect.com/en/#/
https://vivatechnology.com/
https://www.selif.fr/
https://www.selif.fr/
http://mobilitycamp.fr/


 
VEDECOM has 400 publications and 80 theses to its credit, as well as 2,500 persons trained as part of its training programme. With an annual budget of 
€30M, it has more than 200 employees. Its 10 founding members are: Cetim, ESIGELEC, ESTACA, IFPEN, IFSTTAR, Groupe PSA, Groupe Renault, Safran, 
UVSQ, and Valeo. 
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